, , e J%Γ. Nonempty subsets Scy with the inverse property s m e S implies s, s 2 , , s m e S (m = 1, 2, •) will be called stellar sets. Let p a be a fixed prime power. If a stellar set S of an abelian group £f intersects every subgroup Sfc* of index p a in ,5/% and O^S, then the cardinal |S| of S is bounded below by p a (Theorem 3), when S^ satisfies a mild condition.
Hence for instance a subset S of euclidean w~space E n intersecting all sublattices of determinant p a of the fundamental lattice will have at least p a elements, and more if no element is divisible by p a . Henceforth Sf will always be an additive abelian group, so a stellar set will be one with (i) 0^Scy 
mge S => g,2g,
, mg e S(g e 6^, m = 1, 2, ) .
Examples of stellar sets are Sf itself, and its periodic part [5, p. 137] ; and a star set [7] is a symmetric stellar set. There are stellar sets of one element s, i.e., those s for which s -mg(m = 1, 2, •) implies m = 1. Now let p be a fixed prime, and suppose S intersects every subgroup J2Γ of S? of index p. Suppose also (2) ( 4 ) T Π pS^ = 0 which intersects all subgroups 5fc~ of index 6^ : 5ίΓ -p. Then
When £f is the fundamental lattice Λ o [2, 4] in r-space E r of all points with integral coordinates, Theorems 1 and 2 are immediate using Rogers' proof of his Theorem 1 [7] on starsets, the small adjustment needed being clear. He states his theorem with a slightly stronger hypothesis equivalent to "S intersects all subgroups of index ^ p", and for this more stringent requirement Cassels [3] , replacing p by n, has made elegant use of a generalization of Bertrand's postulate due to Sylvester [9] and Schur [8] 
Note the requirement "contains at least one subgroup of index p a " is a natural one, but it is an unneeded restriction on S. Note also that Theorem 1 is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.
2 A lemma. We find it useful, for Rogers' case S? = Λ o c E% to restate Theorem 3 in altered form. We denote x = (x 19 , x r ) so that
, r} , and Sf = Λ Q is isomorphic to a direct sum of r infinite cyclic groups.
When xeΛ Q we define p\x to mean p|^, •• ,p|a? r , and || a;||p -{ Let T be any subset of Λ Q satisfying
and a modified stellar condition
and consider congruences
LEMMA. // TcΛ 0 satisfies (7) and (8), r^>2 and the congruence (9) has for each T a solution x e T, then T contains at least
|Γmodp«| ^p*+r.
(1 if a = 1 .
Proof. We consider two cases, (i) a = 1 or r ^ α, and (ii) r > α ^ 2. For the first case, a simple counting argument will suffice. Define If ^ = 6^ mod p a then clearly ^ satisfies every congruence x does, and hence we may construct a subset V of Γ which likewise satisfies every congruence (9) , and also Ix e V, y e V, y = bx mod p a => ^ = x , (XG V =>x satisfies some congruence (9) .
Any x eV may be expressed as
by (7), since VczT. A fixed xeV obeys (9) for at least one T and in fact for precisely those I satisfying I x' = 0(p α~e ); these correspond to exactly p ξ θ(r -1, α) congruences (consider, e.g., x r -(1, 0, « ,0)). Hence, counting over the θ(r,a) congruences (9), we get (13) θ(r, a)£Σ p"*"pθ(r -1, a) .
xeV Now x e V obeys (8), since FcT. Hence to each
Moreover,
for otherwise λ^ = λ 2 & 2 , λ { = λ p^(p|λ ), without loss of generality 0 = 0i -£i -(0 2 -ί 2 ) ^ 0, and λ£c 2 = λίp%, x 2 = {X^X'^x, mod p% 2 = Xi by (12). Thus by (13), (15) (14) and denote their union by W, W= U{T(x):xeV} , so that V a W c S, and W is the (smallest) set generated by V which satisfies the modified stellar condition (8) . Denote
Now define sets T(x) as in
Then by (17), (18) (7) and (8). But V and hence W satisfies every congruence ΐ in (9) As our result is already established for r -a (case (i)), this completes the proof of the lemma.
3* Proof of Theorems 2 and 3. Consider the homomorphism η\
cf. Cassels [3] for his case s -1); for Theorem 2 we take a -1. We see easily that if Sf : J^" = p a then p α^ c Jϊ^ and so there is a one-to-one correspondence between all SΓ, S?~ of index p a in S^, £^ respectively; and any subset Fof y intersects all such SίΓ if and only if V intersects all such S%~ (index p a ). If V has the stellar set property this may, however, be lost under η. Since p a 6? = 0 we have by a result of Prϋfer [1] that 6f is a direct sum of cyclic groups d of orders p βi ^ p a ; in fact, βi = oc since in all our 3 theorems .ζ/ 7 has no element of order p β (0 < β < α) and hence p^C; = 0 implies β { ^ α:. Thus The following subgroups J%Γ have index 2> α in 5^ and hence are intersected by S:
where (i, , p) = 1 for some i and l 19 , ϊ y are fixed for each ^Γ' (cf. [3, preceding (10) 4. Remarks* 1. In our proof of Theorem 3 we utilize the stellar property of S only through its consequence in S, a condition of type (8) with T = S which would clearly follow from imposing
